
 
 
 
 
 
 

2016 Barracuda Swim Meet Volunteer Descriptions 
 

Stroke and Turn  
(aka Parent Official) 

Observe each race to ensure swimmers are in compliance with the rules of 
swimming. Should a violation occur, record the infraction and other necessary 
information on a disqualification slip.  You can learn everything you need to know to 
do this job at our parent volunteer session on June 1.  Please contact a club rep! 
 

Timers There are two timers on each lane, one from each club. Operate stopwatch to time 
each race; then if chosen, record result on lane/timesheet. Must be able to stand for 
the duration of the meet, and not mind getting splashed. This is the best spot to 
watch the action.  
 

Finish Judges  
(aka Pick Across) 

Observe and record the order of finish (first, second, third, etc.) for each race. There 
will be one volunteer from each club (one will observe the finish; the other will 
record the record the results on a pre-filled card).  
 

Runner Responsible for collecting and delivering all the lane sheets, disqualification cards, 
and finish judge cards to the scorer's table after each event.  
 

Bullpen Assist in the collection of swimmers into the bullpen area when it is time to line up 
for a particular event. Line up swimmers in lane number order and escort the 
swimmers to the pool area. 
 

Computer Assist the volunteer trained in the "Meet Manager" software by organizing lane 
sheets, disqualification slips, and finish judge cards by heat and lane number.  
 

Ribbons Affix results stickers to ribbons.  Sort the ribbons first by team, then the RSC 
ribbons by swimmer’s last name.  File the ribbons in the family folders.  This 
position may require that the volunteer stay longer than the conclusion of the swim 
meet.   But it’s fun. 
 

Hospitality Assist the hospitality chair in distributing water and snacks to the volunteers during 
the meet.  This person does not purchase the food and beverage, just helps giving it 
out.  Sure fire way to popularity. 

 
 


